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Abstract

This document describes the applications and characteristics of...
Anycast, which is network addressing and routing scheme that routes data through the best destination. The primary purpose of this document is to describe the many advantages and applications of Anycast and hopefully, to motivate you to consider new applications of Anycast.

1. Introduction

Although [RFC2460] defines anycast, it is currently not being widely used. One reason is that it was only defined briefly, and the numerous practical applications and flexibility of the scheme have not yet been clearly described. Therefore, we will describe anycast applications and characteristics, and how they can be applied to enhance your current networking systems. By increasing public awareness about the flexibility, advantages, and potential applications for the scheme, the documents involves to popularize anycast and motivate people to use it to expand their current networking capabilities.

One of the reasons that anycast is not widely used is that [RFC3513] only addressed and defined the architecture without defining the other specifications and terms. For clarity, we will use the term as defined by [ANY-TERM].

Scope of this Document

Anycast is not only limited to network (i.e., IP) layers, but can also be implemented/used in other (e.g., application) layers. In this document, we focus on network-layer anycast, which is defined in IPv6 specification [RFC3513].

2. Anycast Characteristics and Applications

In this section, we will describe anycast characteristics and applications as they apply to [RFC3513], which describes the specifications of anycast addresses. First, we will describe the actual and potential anycast characteristics, based on these specifications. Then, we will describe the anycast applications that correspond to each anycast characteristic.

The anycast characteristics will appear in either the IP layer, transport layer or application layer because IPv6 anycast is the technique in the IP layer. At this point, we can categorize anycast characteristics into three categories: the IP, the transport, and the application layers, in addition to ones in other layers that are not
described in this draft.

The characteristics of the IP layer are described in 2.1; the characteristic of the transport layer are described in 2.2; and the characteristics of the application layer are described in 2.3.

2.1. Characteristics of IP layer and Applications

In this section, we will describe the anycast IP layer characteristics, as they relate to all anycast characteristics and applications that each characteristic applies to. In the IP layer, anycast characteristics are categorized into three types, the initiator, the responder, and the intermediate node views, according to each aspect of the node that sends, receives, and forwards the packets.

2.1.1. Anycast Initiator View

In this section, we will describe the characteristics for the anycast initiator and anycast applications that each characteristic applies to.

- Characteristic: Source Specific Anycast
  Application : Local Information Service

In unicast, nodes usually communicate with the same node if the same unicast address is the destination. On the other hand, in anycast each Anycast initiator (AI) can communicate with different Anycast Responders (ARs) depending on the appropriateness of them, even if the same anycast address is the destination. Although various way can be considered to switch AR, the source specific anycast is one of those way. The source specific anycast which is the way that AR is selected by AI’s information as same as the source specific multicast matches the model of anycast very well. Therefore, anycast communication can be used for applications that change the AR depending on the AI’s information.

Local information service is given to applications that make the best use of this characteristic. Local information services communicate with the appropriate server for the client as the way you call the telephone to the appropriate emergency facilities for the caller’s place. The local information service in the IP layer are achieved by getting each AI to communicate with the appropriate server to the AI’s location.
One situation where this application is very useful is when the mobile node uses the services. Different servers are often used by the mobile node after it moves from one subnet to another, even if it continues to use the same service. Then, if the same anycast address is assigned to the servers and can be used from both subnets, we can establish a network environment in which the mobile node can automatically use the most appropriate server when moving. This model is similar model of mobile IP which a corresponding node can communicate with the mobile node by using the same address which is called home address.

- Characteristic: Communication with Scope
  
  **Application**: Service Discovery

  One or more ARs belong to an anycast group with the same anycast address. If each AI has a scope, AI can limit those ARs which can communicate with AI. The scope of multicast limits the communication between a node in the scope and a node outside the scope and a sender communicates with all nodes in the scope. But AI communicates with one of all ARs in the scope although the scope of anycast limits the communication such as multicast. In other words, anycast with scope is useful for applications that choose candidates from all ARs for each AI.

  Service discovery is given to the application that makes the best use of this characteristic. In this application, a packet is automatically forwarded to an appropriate AI server, so that AI only specifies the anycast address as a server address, allowing each AI to automatically use the service. At this time, AI communicates with the AR that exists in the constant range specified by the AI’s scope.

  Further, DHCPv6 and SLP are proposed as service discovery techniques. However, in these techniques a client or a server must advertise a message that broadcasts over the subnet, and service discovery is provided only within the range where the message is advertised. On the other hand, in anycast service discovery, each client can specify the range of the discovery service based on its scope. Therefore, the client can use service discovery without depending on other nodes. This application is well suited to the IPv6 plug and play model.

### 2.1.2. Anycast Responder View

In this section, we will describe the anycast characteristics of the anycast responder and the applications for each characteristic it
applies to.

- Characteristic: Independent Address Assignment from/based on the Unicast Address
  Application : Plug and Play of Server

In IPv6, one or more IP addresses can be assigned to an interface. However, packets are generally delivered to the subnet with the same prefix as the destination address of the packet. Therefore, if the address which doesn’t have the prefix of the subnet is assigned to the interface, there are many troubles for the receiver. However, in global anycast, AR can receive packets whose destination does not contain a subnet prefix because anycast has another space from the unicast as same as the multicast has. In addition, AR can continue to receive packets from AI while the AR anycast address remains unchanged, even if the AR unicast address changes, as long as AI uses the service with the anycast address. Therefore, communications that do not depend on AR unicast addresses are possible using anycast, because AI uses only one (or, is constant numerical) anycast address, even if there is an increase or decrease in the number of ARs.

Using these characteristics, plug and play of server is given as an application. IP address of the server commonly doesn’t get decided until you configure the server. If the address is configured automatically, clients are not able to know the address of the server. Therefore, you need configure the fixed (unicast) address to the server manually when the server provides a service in the global network. But, in this way, the management of the server saves you a lot of effort for as follow reasons:

- the address need have the prefix of the subnet
- the address need be advertised to the global network
- the address need be changed when the server moves to the other subnet.

In other words, you hope to be able to provide services by only auto configuration. But, in networks with global anycast, plug and play of server is achieved as you can decide the address for services by the above characteristic before you configure the server. In addition, if you modify the application which listens by an anycast address instead of "in_addr any", you can decide the address of the service when you make the application. As a result, you don’t need manual assignment of the address when you configure the server.
- **Characteristic: Communication Zone**
  
  **Application**: Load Balancing

  One AR does not need to communicate with all the AIs when two or more ARs belong to a specific anycast group, and the AI of each AR can be allotted/allocated. This means that each AR can limit the communication range by specifying a zone. This characteristic allows anycast to be used even with applications that limit the range of the provider’s service.

  The use of load balancing is an application that uses this characteristic. When the service range is selected by specifying a zone, the server only provides service to the AI that exists in that zone. The number of zones increases when the service provider increases the AR according to the service requirements/demands, allowing it to divide zones serviced by only one server into zones with two or more servers. As a result, anycast can more effectively balance loads because each AI can communicate with the corresponding AR.

- **Characteristic: Automatic Switching to Alternate Routes**
  
  **Application**: Service Redundancy

  In unicast, there is only one receiver corresponding to each unicast address, so unicast routing forwards the packet to that receiver. The packet is unreachable and routing ends when the packet can no longer be forwarded, because the destination of the packet is uniquely selected by unicast. Therefore, to communicate with another node when we cannot communicate with the receiver, the necessity for specifying a new destination address falls upon the sender.

  Anycast, strives to deliver the packet to the best AR, because it is unacceptable to forward the packet to an AR that cannot receive. The same anycast address is assigned to interfaces as for ARs belonging to the anycast group. In this case, the packet’s destination node can be changed into another AR because all ARs can receive packets with an anycast destination address. The packet is forwarded to AR for AI as usual. Then if the node detects that the packet is unable to forward it to the specified AR, then it tries to deliver it to another available AR. Then, if it is possible to switch automatically, the intermediate node and AI are both accepted as nodes that detect unreachable destinations and the packet is forwarded to another AR. This characteristic allows anycast to be used for applications that need to maintain a state in which each AI can communicate with any AR.
Service redundancy is an application that uses this characteristic. This application maintains the state in which service can be used in the same address by one or more ARs and can improve service redundancy. Clients need to search for the address of another server and then restart/reestablish communication to it when they cannot use the communicating server. On the other hand, using anycast, the clients do not need to worry because anycast automatically establishes communication with another server using the same address.

2.1.3. Intermediate Node View

In this section, we will describe the anycast characteristics for nodes other than AI/AR and the anycast applications that each characteristic applies to.

- **Characteristic: Traffic Distribution**
  - **Application**: Avoid DoS Attack

  Traffic can be distributed when the intermediate node (or, AI) retains information from multiple routes to AR in the routing table that can be an anycast packet or switching destination, and so on. Anycast can manage the bandwidth when required.

  Avoiding a DoS attacks is an application that uses this characteristic. Even if a DoS attack is undetectable and increases traffic to a single node abnormally, we can prevent it from accumulating on a single route by distributing the traffic to two or more routes. In addition, after the DoS attack has been detected, we can avoid future attacks by forwarding the packet to a camouflage server, such as a honey pot rather than rejecting the packet altogether.

2.2. Characteristics in Transport Layer and Applications

In this section, we will describe the anycast characteristics in the transport layer for all the applicable anycast characteristics and applications.

- **Characteristic: AR Selection based Connection**
  - **Application**: Multiple Server Access

  As described in 2, data passed from the application is divided in the sender’s transport layer, and restored in the receiver’s
transport layer. To properly transmit the divided data to the same node, a connection is established between both nodes in the transport layer. At this time, AI can use AR according to each connection by sending a packet to the anycast address that establishes a connection. Therefore, using this characteristic, we can achieve applications that communicate with different ARs according to the connection.

Multiple server access is an application that uses this characteristic. When anycast is used with an application that establishes multiple connections to the same unicast address, each connection is automatically established with different servers that specify the same anycast address. As a concrete illustration, when a client browses a web page, they download the html file and each picture file from separate mirror servers. As a result, the client can use the entire bandwidth, and can download the whole web page more quickly than with unicast.

2.3. Characteristics in Application Layer and Applications

In this section, we will describe the anycast characteristics in the application layers for all applicable anycast characteristics and applications.

- Characteristic: Cross-Platform API with Unicast
  Application : Easy Installation of Anycast

Because IPv6 anycast is performed in the IP layer, the application layer can communicate with anycast characteristics only when using an anycast address instead of a unicast address. The difference between anycast and unicast in the application layer is whether the destination of the communication is an anycast or a unicast address. However, because both addresses have the same format, there is no difference in the applications can use these addresses with same API to communicate between a single sender and single receiver. This means anycast characteristics can be added to the existing services being provided by unicast without changing the application operation in the application layer.

Anycast’s easy installation feature is an application that uses this characteristic. Anycast characteristics can be added to services without changing the protocol and operations for the various services provided in the application layer. When high reliability service is provided for special distribution devices, we need to enable the devices and servers to work together. However, anycast applications are added to services only if the
servers use an anycast address to receive packets, while performing same operations as the unicast address. Therefore, we can complete anycast installation simply by assigning an anycast address to the interface of each server. Then, the various functions described in this draft can be added to the applications.

3. Security Considerations

This draft does not include any security issues of anycast. Other security descriptions about anycast are shown in [ANALYSIS].
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